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CES Synergies, Inc. Receives
Subcontract and Begins Work on Historic
Bridge Remediation
CRYSTAL SPRINGS, Fla., Sept. 20, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- CES Synergies, Inc.
(OTCQB:CESX) is pleased to announce that its subsidiary, Cross Environmental Services,
Inc. (CES), has received a subcontract and has begun remediation services for a project to
rehabilitate a historic railroad bridge.  The subcontract is based on time and materials and
estimated at just over $500,000.00. 

CES’ scope of work will consist of the restoration of the historic landmark bridge for its
relocation to a public park where it will be accessible to the public.  The work consists of
two phases—phase one  will be the spot removal of the asbestos and lead coatings at the
disassembly points on the bridge and the wrapping of the bridge sections for transport to
the staging area by the contractor.  During phase two, CES will completely remove the
remaining asbestos and lead coatings and then apply a stabilizing primer to prevent
corrosion. 

“CES’ past remediation work on bridges has given us the experience to complete this
unorthodox renovation project,” stated Mr. John Tostanoski, CEO of CESX. “Our work is
being completed in double shifts by crews working up to seven days a week in order to
meet our customer’s goals.”

About CES:

CES Synergies, Inc., through its subsidiary, Cross Environmental Services, Inc., is a
specialty environmental services company providing quality environmental contracting
solutions, demolition and remediation services to commercial and industrial customers, as
well as federal, state and municipal entities. More information may be found at the
Company’s website: www.crossenv.com. 

This release contains certain statements that are, or may be deemed to be, forward-
looking statements within the meaning of section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and
section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and are made in reliance upon the
protections provided by such Acts for forward-looking statements.  We have identified
forward-looking statements by using words such as "expect," "believe," and "should."
Although we believe our expectations are reasonable, our operations involve a number of
risks and uncertainties that are beyond our control, and these statements may turn out not

http://www.crossenv.com


to be true. Risk factors associated with our business, including some of the facts set forth
herein, are detailed in the Company's Form SEC filings.
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